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MAXIMIZING RETURNS ON

PROFESSIONAL EXECUTIVE

COACHING

h Identifying “Best Fit” Coaches

h Focusing Coaching on Business Needs

h Optimizing Executive–Coach Matching

h Leveraging Senior Manager Participation

h Managing Coaches to Performance Standards















Focus Coaching on Business Needs

PRACTICE #2: BUSINESS-DRIVEN COACHING
PRIORITIZATION

Description
Senior executives’ coaching needs are prioritized based on an assessment 
of resources required to ensure the achievement of business-level strategic initiatives.
Professional coaching is provided to key value creators identified through the 
business strategy and planning process.  Coaching interactions are designed to 
achieve specific business-related goals and develop leadership capability.

Goal
The goal of the practice is to focus scarce coaching resources on those individuals 
whose performance matters most to the current and future success of the business.

Result
The number of professional executive coaching engagements drops by 50 percent 
between 1999 and 2002.  However, where professional executive coaching does 
occur, it is deployed against a specific strategic context.  Coached leaders 
consistently execute successfully against aggressive business goals, often shortening 
project timeframes or exceeding revenue targets.

Key Differentiating Feature
The approach goes beyond standard practice in its unique implementation 
of "strategic coaching" that provides coaching based on a demonstrable business need.  
A second key-differentiating feature lies in the thorough business orientation of 
professional coaching engagements.  Hillenbrand frames coaching targets explicitly 
in business terms, asking the coach to create a linkage for the executive between his 
or her business targets and behaviors that support the achievement of those targets.

Practice Driver
Recognition that undifferentiated use of coaching resources reduces business returns 
on coaching/leadership development.

Industry: Health Care Services and Funeral Services
Employees: 10,300 in 2002
Revenues: Approximately $2.2 billion in 2002
Professional Coaches: Approximately 4 in 2002
Executives Receiving Professional Coaching: 11 in 2002
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Based in Batesville, Indiana, Hillenbrand Industries 
provides health-care services and funeral services.  In 
2002, the company employed 10,300 individuals and 
generated annual revenues of approximately $2.2 billion.

Situation

• In 2000, the new VP of Executive Development at Hillenbrand conducts an audit 
of ongoing leadership development interventions and their cost.  The audit shows a 
widespread use of professional executive coaches among executives in all parts of the 
business.

• A more detailed investigation of the costs and benefits of coaching reveals that a 
significant percentage of the executives who worked with a professional coach left the 
organization within two years.

• The VP of Executive Development concludes that an undifferentiated approach to 
providing professional executive coaches to the organization’s leaders presents an 
unjustifiable expense with too little returns for the organization.

Action

• Working with the Executive Management Teams (EMTs) of Hillenbrand’s three 
operating companies and corporate headquarters, the VP of Executive Development 
develops a new strategy for deploying professional executive coaches in the 
organization and Hillenbrand implements a "top down" approach that identifies 
individuals with coaching requirements based on their role and contribution against 
the company’s strategic plan.

• The VP of Executive Development also contracts with a preferred coaching provider 
to create a coaching model that integrates such development with the organization’s 
overall strategy for leadership development.

Result

• The number of professional executive coaching engagements occurring in the 
organization drops from 22 in 1999 to 11 in 2002.  However, where professional 
executive coaching occurs, it is now deployed against a specific strategic context.

• Targeted business-driven coaching yields significant returns for the individual and the 
organization.  Coached executives demonstrate increased potential to execute 
successfully against aggressive business goals, often shortening project timeframes or 
exceeding revenue targets.
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